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New Mexico Film Office Announces
“The Cleaning Lady” Season Two Has Begun

Filming in New Mexico

SANTA FE, N.M. -  New Mexico State Film Office Director Amber Dodson announced
today that season two of the television series “The Cleaning Lady” began principal
photography in June, in and around Albuquerque. The season two premiere will air on
Monday, September 19, 2022, from 9-10 PM ET/7-8 PM MT on FOX.

Executive produced by Miranda Kwok (“The 100”), Melissa Carter (“Queen Sugar,”
“Famous in Love,” “DC's Stargirl”); Shay Mitchell (“Pretty Little Liars,” “YOU”), David
Dean Portelli, Rose Marie Vega, and Paola Suárez, “The Cleaning Lady” is an emotionally-
driven character drama about a whip-smart doctor (series star Élodie Yung) who comes to
the U.S. for a medical treatment to save her ailing son. But when the system fails and
pushes her into hiding, she refuses to be beaten down and marginalized. Instead, she
becomes a cleaning lady for the mob and starts playing the game by her own rules in this
drama based on the original Argentine series.

“The Cleaning Lady” stars Élodie Yung (“Daredevil,” “Hunters in the Dark,” “The Hitman's
Bodyguard”), Adan Canto (“Designated Survivor,” “Bruised,” “Narcos”), Oliver Hudson
(“Splitting Up Together,” “Rules of Engagement,” “Scream Queens”), Martha Millan
(“Succession,” “Two Sentence Horror Stories,” “The Drummer”), Sebastien & Valentino
LaSalle (“The Cleaning Lady”), Sean Lew (“World of Dance,” “Glee,” “Bizaardvark”), and
Faith Bryant.

“Our top-tier New Mexican workforce, local businesses, and film incentive lured this
highly-regarded television series back to our state for a second season and the economic
impact from such productions is immense,” Amber Dodson said. 

“We had such a great experience filming season one in New Mexico that there was never
any doubt we would return for season two,” Executive Producer Melissa Carter said. “We’re
looking forward to working again with the same incredible talent and crews that
contributed so much to the success of our first season,” Executive Producer Miranda Kwok
added.

The production will employ approximately 256 New Mexico crew members, six New
Mexico principal actors, and approximately 2,384 New Mexico background talent.

For more information, contact cleaningladypoc@gmail.com and follow “The Cleaning
Lady” on @cleaningladyfox on Twitter and Instagram and at
https://www.facebook.com/CleaningLadyFOX/ on Facebook.
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A division of the New Mexico Economic Development Department

The Economic Development Department's Mission is to improve the lives of New Mexico families by
increasing economic opportunities and providing a place for businesses to thrive.
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